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1- Some reasoning leads to a false conclusion because it is based on false…….
1. proposition

2. prototype

3. concept

4. premise

2- Ali takes his work seriously and is sensitive to criticism
1. susceptible

2. unstable

3. gauge

4. novel

3- Psychiatrists should make sure the drugs are legally sound
1. restrain

2. reliable

3. combine

4. readiness

3. clever

4. inventive

4- The word "creative" is closest in meaning to……..
1. stupid

2. dreamful

5- Mental processes that involved in acquiring, processing, and strong knowledge is known as……..
1. algorithm

2. heuristics

3. cognition

4. insight

6- Children can sometimes show remarkable………in their behaviors
1. fixation

2. insight

3. advantage

4. obstacle

7- Doing voluntary work has added a new ………to my life
1. consequence

2. dimension

3. occurrence

4. gamble

3. stupid

4. not logic

8- The word "rational" is closest in meaning to……….
1. option

2. reasonable

9- Some research showed that amnesia caused by iron……
1. energetic

2. essence

3. deplete

4. deficiency

10- To Maslow, self-actualization is the ultimate human motive
1.  

2.

  

3.  

4. 

11- There is a tendency for a new manager to make changes
1. leaning

2. foster

3. threat

4. framing

12- The………rate of patients with this form of cancer is low
1. emotion

2. mood

3. survival

4. perception

13- The ……..information determines the individual's emotional experience
1. interpretative
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2. cognitive

3. arousal
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14- The word stress is closest in meaning to………
1. pressure

2. disorder

3. tension

4. agent

15- ……..refers to such traits as selflessness, gentle, cooperative, flexible, and sympathetic
1. conscientiosness

2. agreeableness

3. extraversion

4. assumtion

16- They proposes a scheme for the care and …….of elderly patients
1. rehabilitation

2. reduction

3. hypertension

4. promote

3. improve

4. vague

17- The article is subject to revision by editors
1. wane

2. suffer

18- ………entail the loss of a sense of time and space
1. dissociative disorders

2. mood disorders

3. bipolar disorders

4. mental disorders

19- People with antisocial personality disorder show impulsive behaviors
1. fantasy

2. flexible

3. spontaneous

4. harmful

20- Some people with personality disorder show grandiose behavior
1.  

2.  

3.

  !

4. "#$ % &!

21- This is a philosophy that inspired a revolution
1. influenced

2. produced

3. coverd

4. disgusted

3. health

4. well-being

3. genuinely

4. thoroughly

3. explored

4. regarded

22- The word "therapy" is closest in meaning to……..
1. disorder

2. treatment

23- I am …….sorry for the problem I have caused you.
1. conditionally

2. empathy

24- Despite all my father's arguments, I still wasn't……
1. empathy

2. convinced

25- Practically all these early recordings suffer from distortion.
1. worthless

2. trigger

3. deformity

4. therapy

3. thorough

4. emotive

26- It is……..to expect children to sit quietly that long
1. awful
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2. unrealistic
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27- No one goes to college with the intention of failing
1. decade

2. therapy

3. vivid

4. design

28- It is common to confuse negative……..with punishment
1. phobia

2. reinforcement

3. token

4. averion

3. dialectic

4. aware

3. recognized

4. intensive

29- You should be mindful of your duties
1. sufficient

2. severe

30- The people of this area are all so friendly and…….
1. severly
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2. welcoming
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